
BB Explorer
Experiential rewards for your best performers,

partners, clients, dealers and agents.



BB Explorer in a nutshell
Outcomes:
▪ Loyalty towards your organization.
▪ Daring, energized, inspired and creative mood.
▪ Memories and stories that will spread around.

Gist of it:
Quick but memorable 
experiential rewards for your 
key managers, agents, 
dealers, partners, clients or 
employees whose loyalty is 
priceless for you.
❏ Pick one experience or 

combine more for a 
longer itinerary.

❏ Team Bonding and 
Expeditions can be 
added to your program.

❏ Themed parties, venues 
and accommodation 
available upon request.



We take you to Galle or Mirissa to enjoy the exciting sport of Sailing. We will 
first learn the sport (unless you are a pro already) and then have a 
competition, dodging the waves of the Indian Ocean. In the evening we can 
either return to Colombo or retire to a beautiful hotel on the beach.

Sailing Regatta in Mirissa



Come to the world of Tactical Action Games in the Adventure Capital of Sri 
Lanka. This exciting paintball adventure is easy to learn but hard to master. 
You play a league where solitary Rambo-like feats won’t get you far. The 
winners are those with best tactics, communication and execution abilities. 
After a thrilling day we retire to a natural camp that overlooks a lake. Tasty 
local BBQ around camp fire crowns the experience.

 
 

 

Tactical Action Game in Belihuloya



You will be picked up and transferred to Katunayake airport from where we fly 
in a private plane to Mattala. We take a Jeep ride to our Yala or Udawalawe 
Safari Camp where we have a mouth-watering lunch. A memorable wildlife 
Safari is followed by a hearty BBQ meal around camp fire. As per your 
request, we either come back by coach or plane or we can stay another night.

Fly-in Safari to a National Park



An exciting day gives you a mix of White Water Rafting, river sliding, rock 
pool swimming, canoeing and rappelling down a beautiful waterfall. You get 
to visit some of the main filming locations of The Bridge on the River Kwai 
that won 7 Oscars in the 1950s. The journey to Kitulgala can be arranged in 
a coach or done partly in a chartered train.

River Adventure in Kitulgala



We go to Galle or Bentota for this novel and exciting adventure sport. Our 
trained guide instructs your participants, one by one, to take this trustworthy 
flying machine up in the air. You get to witness the breathtaking vistas from a 
bird's eye perspective. In the meantime, others have fun at our exclusive 
Beach Carnival. We stay for the night at a hotel of your choice or return to 
Colombo before midnight.

Season is from November to April (availability subject to weather conditions).

Paramotoring Day in Galle or Bentota



Early in the morning we take you to all the way to Kalpitiya for this titillating 
sea adventure. You have the opportunity to encounter dozens, maybe 
hundreds, sometimes thousands of wild dolphins!

Back in the shore a lovely “barefoot” luxury resort awaits you with its super 
brunch that easily goes on until late afternoon. In between dips in the ocean or 
swimming in the pool you get to enjoy a Beach Carnival atmosphere that we 
have arranged exclusively for your group.

Best time: November to March.

Dolphin Spotting in Kalpitiya



Although the former capital of Sri Lanka, Kandy, with its sights is already quite 
an experience, in this adventure it is the journey that matters. Getting to 
Kandy can be arranged either in amphibian planes or historical trains. In 
Kandy you can choose to do a Canoe Regatta or a Rafting Competition – 
each of which is followed by a fun-filled city discovery challenge. We spice up 
the day with an air rifle shooting competition. Your base for the day is a high 
class property facing the Mahaweli River.

Kandy Adventure



We take a privately chartered train ride to Bentota, the water sports capital of 
Sri Lanka. We are happy to provide private air transfer as an option. You find 
yourself in a music-filled water sports carnival that is created for you 
exclusively. This is no ordinary carnival but includes Jet-Skis and rides on 
Inflatable Giant Bananas, Tubes and other cool equipment. Possible add-ons 
include for instance a Fashion Show and creative Team Bonding Games.

Water Sports Carnival in Bentota



We lease the entire Go Kart Arena for your private use. It is just outside 
Colombo. We convert the arena to a hair-raising challenge track where you 
can race to your heart’s content.  We run as many laps as needed until the 
final winner is announced. While you are taking a break from racing and 
cheering, there are many other fun games to take part in.

Go Kart Formula Racing near Colombo



We bring well-kept horses and knowledgeable trainers exclusively for you to a 
gorgeous hotel in Chilaw. If you are a veteran already you can choose to ride 
miles and miles on your own. If not, we teach you the basics and lay the 
foundation for you to become a top-notch rider in the future. Either way, this 
experience with the majestic awe-inspiring animals is a memorable 
experience for each participant. According to your wishes we can expand 
your stay in Chilaw with additional fun program.

Horseback Riding Day in Chilaw



We give the Galle City exploration a new twist. You get to know the 
architecture, culture and life in this exquisite city while hunting for a treasure 
with your team. Once you have found the treasure you are all set to check in 
at a nice Hotel where a party like no other awaits you.

Early next morning we take you out to the deep sea where you meet and 
greet giants that have inhabited the world’s oceans for millennia. Once taking 
unique photographs of blue whales we return for lunch and depart to 
Colombo. This adventure can be shortened to a one-day program as well.

Galle Exploration Day



We go all the way to the UNESCO world heritage site Sigiriya – either by 
coach, train or a plane. You get to see the Lion Rock and the rest of the 
cultural triangle from up in the air just after sunrise. The Hot Air Balloon takes 
you to enjoy a fantastic Champagne breakfast.

The rest of the program you can pick from a menu that includes for 
instance a Treasure Hunt, experiences with locals in a traditional village and a 
Safari with massive herds of elephants, as large as 300 in size.

Hot Air Ballooning in Sigiriya



OUR FACILITATORS
Beyond Boundaries facilitators guide and challenge the group to go beyond 

boundaries on individual, team and organizational levels. You can trust the 

incentive experience to make you feel daring, energized, inspired and creative. 

Should you require more learning points for your team, you can always combine 

the BB Explorer incentive with BB Team Bonding product range.

http://www.bb.beyondboundariesglobal.com/bonding.html


Add-on: Team Bonding
Our professional in-house facilitators’ team can co-design with you a team bonding 
day that helps you spot, shake and shatter boundaries that limit your success.



Add-on: Expeditions
See the Expeditions section on our website to add 1-5 days of island exploration in 
your itinerary. Get ready for breathtaking views and exhilarating experiences!

In case you are pressed with time our in-house air transfer is at your service.

http://www.bb.lk


Ready for the journey of a lifetime?

Let's co-design
this together!

Hajreen Juhara
Solution Explorer
haj@bb.lk
+94 71 066 2227
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